SEA POWER THINNERS
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
SEA POWER THINNERS are volatile virgin solvents used to dilute or extend oilbased paints or cleanup after usages. They include properties for easy usage
and can aid in paint removal on brushes, rollers and general cleanup of spills or
splatters. See Product List to match the type of thinner to use on specific
surface grains or textures for sufficient and proper use.
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RECOMMENDED USE:
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
APPEARANCE:
CONSISTANCY:
METHOD OF APPLICATION:
RECOATING TIME:
SHELF LIFE:
COVERING:
PACKAGING:

Interior & Exterior application
Solvent based
Transparent colours
Ready to Use & concentrate
By ragging with a muslin cloth
5 minutes
1 year in unopened condition
75-100 sq.ft/coat/Lt depending on surface
500ml, 1L, 5 Ltrs, 20 Ltrs
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Excellent solubility in Solvent base paints.
Enhances the beauty of natural wood grain
Controlled penetration with fade resistant color
Fast Drying
Lead free
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NOTES
1. Always make a sample test before you start with the project by applying
the stain on a small piece of wood to verify the desired color.
2. Stir the contents very well before use.
3. Use rubber gloves to protect your hands from stains.
4. To ensure your top coat adheres properly, wipe of excess stain that
didn’t penetrate the surface properly, following the direction of the
grain.
5. While mixing, measure the proportions carefully to produce the same
dilution if mixing is to be repeated.
6. Recoating time depends on the climatic conditions.
7. Coverage depends on the porosity of the surface.

SAFETY MEASURES
1. Store the product in ambient conditions in well-ventilated
location and away from source of ignition and fuel.
2. Use rubber/polyurethane gloves, safety goggles/glasses and
safety masks while handling paint.
3. Do not inhale or ingest. In case of inhalation, move to fresh air
and seek medical attention if symptoms persist.
4. Do not dispose in any drain or water ways.
5. Avoid eye and skin contact.
6. Product is flammable.
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